
DVDO RS-1 Room Solution
4K Smart Classroom

DVDO AV Room Solutions help administrators lead 
schools into the future, with a flexible interactive 
learning infrastructure that can accommodate today’s 
teaching tools as well as tomorrow’s needs. For 
installers and IT managers they provide hassle-free 
low maintenance, absolute reliability, and intuitive 
yet powerful operation to satisfy the most rigorous IT, 
curriculum, and education requirements.

RS-1 Receiver

Control Your Entire System

The RS-1 system consists of the transmitter, receiver, and control panel. Below are 
some examples of external devices that can be connected to the system:

Monitor Blue-Ray PlayerSpeakerInteractive Flat PanelDocument Camera And More...

RS-1 Transmitter & 
Control Panel



High Performance Connectivity 

3 HDMI, USB, Ethernet, RS232 Serial, IR and simple audio 
Jacks

4K@60Hz video and uncompressed audio up to 330 feet 
via a single Ethernet cable

Audio Content via 70V commercial audio or standard 
amplification

Multiple inputs at both a receiver and transmitter enable 
teachers to display content from multiple sources

Ultimate Security

Supports Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) 
emergency notifications

Utilizing a single cable to deliver multiformat video, 
audio, and data across the classroom, RS-1’s HDBaseT 
architecture provides high-bandwidth transmission 
with reliable error-correction, full content protection, 
and interference avoidance.

Intuitive Operation & Hassle-Free Maintenance

Zero driver/software/firmware configuration

Single ethernet run to deliver video/audio and power between 
receiver, transmitter and wall plate

Plug and Play device connectivity

Legacy Support

Supports legacy interactive projectors, whiteboards, 
as well as latest-generation interactive flat panels and 
a wide range of speaker / amplifier configurations 
including 70V commercial audio.

RS-1’s flexibility and room for expansion means schools 
can deploy new technology in stages, taking advantage 
of RS-1’s comprehensive capabilities to accommodate 
future technologies. Providers have ample opportunity 
for technology improvement, addition and replacement 
for years to come.

C1 Camera for Blended Education

Crystal clear full 1080p webcam
Low light compensation
Superior audio and noise reduction
Plug and play

C2 PTZ Camera for Advanced Learning

Pan / Tilt / Zoom PTZ camera
H.264 dual stream capable
Full HD 1080p ultra low-light performance
Remote control and serial control

C3 PTZ Camera with Intelligent Tracking

Pan / Tilt / Zoom PTZ camera
Intelligent tracking
HDMI and IP connections
Full HD 1080p ultra low-light performance

RS-1 Room Solution Accessories   

Pair your RS-1 classroom setup with DVDO cameras for 
seamless integration and clarity.


